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Need a helping hand with the recession? Spareground has it covered. 

 

 

Recently launched website Spareground (www.spareground.com)  looks set to offer 

people a way forward in this current recession by providing the means for making money 

from their land and property by advertising their spare space free of charge. 

 

Only last week, the British Government officially confirmed that Britain was in the midst 

of a recession; news that came as no surprise to anyone. No work sector seems to be 

currently immune to the job losses and cut backs imposed as a direct result, and this 

recession seems to be one needing to be ridden out by a broad spectrum of people, not 

just those in the lower paid areas jobs which has often been the case in recent years. 

 

Spareground offers people the chance to make a little extra money by renting out 

whatever spare space they may have. The space can be anything from parking spaces, 

driveways, garages, storage space (attics, sheds, outbuildings, barns), unused land, empty 

gardens car share spaces and any accommodation. 

 

There is also the facility for people to list what they are looking for so it also offers an 

option to find that parking space or storage space at a more affordable price. 

The site clearly cannot make guarantees that your space will be rented but at no cost to 

register or add listings, users have nothing to lose and everything to gain. 

 

Anne Jones of www.spareground.com adds “The effects of this recession have probably 

hit harder and more indiscriminately than any in previous times. No sector appears to be 

immune and for a lot of people this is a time of immense financial worry and insecurity. 

Spareground doesn’t profess to hold all the answers but we can at least help in giving 

people a means in which they may either generate money from their own resources or 

save money by seeking cheaper alternatives. At no cost at all to create listings on the 

website, people have nothing to lose.” 

 

It is open to all users including private individuals and business based users, offering 

everyone that opportunity to ease the hardships the current recession is imposing. 

 

 

 



About Spareground (www.spareground.com) 

 

The Spareground website has been created to provide a pragmatic solution for all UK 

residents and businesses to capitalise on any spare space they may have and is completely 

free of charge to use. The type of space includes but is not limited to parking spaces, 

driveways, garages, car share spaces, storage space, gardens, unused land and general 

accommodation to name a few 
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